FORMULA 21996

CONCENTRATED - BIODEGRADABLE CLEANER/DEGREASER

BENEFITS
DESCRIPTION
Formula 21996 is an industrial strength cleanerdegreaser, formulated for multiple job use. Low
foaming and high detergency make it ideal for spray
cabinets and dip tanks. It is a concentrated formula
that incorporates powerful grease cutting detergents
that effectively clean and degrease at high dilution
ratios. Contains a blend of chelating agents that
make it effective when used in hard water. A blend
of mild, short term corrosion inhibitors leave an
invisible protective coating without leaving an oily
film. Biodegradable, nontoxic and free rinsing.

*Low foaming
*Biodegradable
*Short term ferrous corrosion protection
*Safe on aluminum
*Solvent and nitrite free
*Contains no SARA Title III, Section 313
ingredients
*Non-flammable
*Good workplace acceptance

APPLICATION
Recommended for use in spray cabinets and dip
tanks on most ferrous and non-ferrous metals.
Formula 21996 can be used effectivly at temperatures ranging from ambient to 1600 F. For
optimum detergency , rust protection,and overall
performance, dilutions of 3:1 to 32:1are suggested. For low foam spray applications, a minimum temperature of 1200 F. is advised.
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SPECIFICATIONS
Index

Refractive
Dilution Ratio

Form:
Color:
Odor:
Detergency
Water Softening
Rust Protection:
Yellow metal protection:
Aluminum Protection:
Foaming:
Biodegradable:
Stability:
Flash Point:
Solubility:
pH - neat solution:
Sp.Gr.@720 F
Wt.per gal.@720 F
Hazardous Solvents:

Liquid
Clear light yellow
Characteristic Surfactant
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Low@>1200 F
Yes
One year minimum shelf life
at room temperature
None
Complete in water
10.5 + 0.5
1.046
8.71lbs.per gal.
None

2:1
4:1
9:1
14:1
19:1
24:1
32:1

R.I. Reading
7.20
4.40
2.20
1.50
1.10
.90
.65

The product data is based on tests and information we believe to be reliable. They are descriptive only and not intended as
warranties. Because Chemsafe International has no control over conditions of use, we make no warranty regarding the fitness
of these products for a particular application. We disclaim responsiblity for damage or injury to person or property resulting
directly or indirectly from use of these products.
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